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$\min$ $\tilde{\mathrm{c}}_{1}.(\omega:)x$ , $i=1,$
$\ldots,$
$k\}$ (1)
$\mathrm{s}$ . $\mathrm{t}$ . $Ax\leq b,$ $x\geq 0$
Y\tilde i(\mbox{\boldmath $\omega$} ( 2
).
$\mu_{\overline{\mathrm{Y}}.(\omega:)}.(t)$ $=$ $\max\{0,1-\frac{|t-\sum_{j=1}^{n}c_{j}(\omega\dot{.})x_{j}|}{\sum_{j=1}^{n}\alpha_{j}x_{j}}\dot{.}.\cdot\}$ ,
$i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $k$ $(3)$
(1) ,
, $x$ $n$ , $A$
$m\cross n$ , $b$ $m$
. , c\tilde .$\cdot$ (\mbox{\boldmath $\omega$}
$\tilde{c}_{1}.(\omega:)=(\tilde{c}_{-1}(\omega:), \ldots,\tilde{c}_{1n}.(\omega:)),$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $k$ , ,










\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$}\tilde .j(\mbox{\boldmath $\omega$}
, , $i$
, $\sum_{\epsilon=1}^{l}.p:_{l}=1$ . , $\alpha\dot{.}j,$ $i=$
$1,$
$\ldots,$








































1, $y<h!.$ , $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $k$
3: $\mu_{\overline{G}:}(y)$















1 $y$ $h!$. .
,
$h^{0}.\cdot$ $=$ m o(m o $\sum_{j=1}^{n}\{\alpha.j(\omega:\epsilon)-\alpha.\cdot j\}x_{j}$
$h_{1}!$ $=$ $\min_{\iota oe}\min_{\in X}\sum_{\mathrm{j}=1}^{n}\mathrm{q}_{\mathrm{j}}.(\omega:\epsilon)x_{j}$, $\dot{|}=1,$ $\ldots,$ $k$

























$\max$ $E[\Pi_{\overline{\mathrm{Y}}\cdot(\omega:)}.(\tilde{G}:)],$ $:=1,$ $\ldots,$
$k\}$ (8)




























1 $\overline{\pi}.\cdot$ 10 .























c:( ), $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $k$
, $V.\cdot,$ $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $k$ , (1)
.
$\min$ $\frac{1}{\{Q.(x)\}^{2}}.x^{T}V_{i}x$ , $i=1,$
$\ldots,$
$k\}$ (11)
$\mathrm{s}$ . $\mathrm{t}$ . $Ax\leq b,$ $x\geq 0$
, .





$. \sum_{=1}^{l}.p:.\{\mathrm{q}_{j}.(\omega:.)\}^{2}-\{_{l=1}\sum^{l}.p:\cdot b.\mathrm{j}(\omega:\iota)\}^{2}$ ,
$j=1,$ $\ldots,n$
$vj_{\mathrm{t}}$ $=$ $C\alpha J[\mathrm{q}_{j}.(\omega:),cu. (\omega:)]$
$=$ $E[\mathrm{q}_{j}.(\omega:),cu. (\omega:)]-E[\mathrm{q}_{j}.(\omega:)]E[\mathrm{c}_{d}(\omega:)]$ ,
$j\neq l$ , $l=1,$ $\ldots,n$
. ,
$E[ \alpha.\mathrm{j}(\omega:), c_{d}. (\omega:)]=\sum_{l=1}p:.\propto.\mathrm{j}(\omega:.)cu$
. $(\omega:\iota)$
.




$\mathrm{n}$ $\frac{1}{Q_{1}(x)}.\sqrt{x^{T}V_{1}x}.(=VP.\cdot(x))\Delta,$ $:=1,$ $\ldots,$
$k\}$




















1 $\overline{\pi}-$ 0 .






$\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{t}$. $\neg\{1Q:(x)-q^{\lambda}N\dot{.}(x)\}Q\dot{.}(x)\leq Z$ ,
$:=1,$ $\ldots,$ $k$ , $x\in X$
x\lambda 4 .
4 $Z=0$ , 5 .
, $\lambdaarrow\lambda+1$ 3 .
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